
Written Examination, Deember 18th, 2013 Course no. 02157The duration of the examination is 4 hours.Course Name: Funtional programmingAllowed aids: All written materialThe problem set onsists of 3 problems whih are weighted approximately as follows:Problem 1: 30%, Problem 2: 30%, Problem 3: 40%Marking: 7 step sale.
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DTU CIVILINGENIØREKSAMEN Deember 18th, 2013 Page 2 of 6 pagesProblem 1 (Approx. 30%)A multiset (or bag) is a generalization of a set, where an element e is assoiated with amultipliity, i.e. the number of times e ours in the multiset. We shall represent a �nitemultiset ms by a list of pairs [(e1, n1); . . . ; (ek, nk)], where a member (ei, ni) represents that
ei is a member of ms with multipliity ni, i.e. ei ours ni times in ms .For a representation [(e1, n1); . . . ; (ek, nk)] of a multiset we require that every multipliity niis positive, and that the elements are distint, i.e. ei 6= ej , for i 6= j. This property is alledthe multiset invariant. A onsequene of this is that the empty multiset is represented bythe empty list.We shall use the type Multiset<'a> delared as follows:type Multiset<'a when 'a : equality> = ('a * int) list;;For example [("b",3); ("a",5); ("d",1)℄ has type Multiset<string> and representsthe multiset with 3 ourrenes of "b", 5 of "a" and 1 of "d".
1. Delare a funtion inv: Multiset<'a> -> bool suh that inv(ms) is true when mssatis�es the multiset invariant.In your solutions to the below questions, you an assume that multisets ourring in argu-ments satisfy the multiset invariant, and the delared funtions must preserve this property,i.e. results must satisfy this invariant as well.
2. Delare a funtion insert: 'a -> int -> Multiset<'a> -> Multiset<'a>, where

insert e nms is the multiset obtained by insertion of n ourrenes of the element ein ms . For example: insert "a" 2 [("b",3); ("a",5); ("d",1)℄ will result in amultiset having 7 ourrenes of "a".
3. Delare a funtion numberOf, where numberOf ems is the multipliity (i.e. the numberof ourrenes) of e in the multiset ms. State the type of the delared funtion.
4. Delare a funtion delete, where delete ems is the multiset obtained from ms bydeletion of one ourrene of the element e.
5. Delare a funtion union: Multiset<'a> * Multiset<'a> -> Multiset<'a>, for mak-ing the union of two multisets. This funtion generalizes the union funtion on sets ina natural way taking multipliities into aount, e.g. the result ofunion ([("b",3); ("a",5); ("d",1)℄, [("a",3); ("b",4); ("",2)℄)is the multiset ontaining 8 ourrenes of "a", 7 of "b", 2 of "", and 1 of "d".02157 ... Continued on next page



DTU CIVILINGENIØREKSAMEN Deember 18th, 2013 Page 3 of 6 pagesWe shall now represent multisets by maps from elements to multipliities:type MultisetMap<'a when 'a : omparison> = Map<'a,int>;;This representation of a multiset ms has a simpler invariant: the multipliity n of eahentry (e, n) of ms satis�es n > 0.
6. Give new delarations for inv, insert and union on the basis of the map representation.Problem 2 (30%)Consider the following F# delarations:let re f i = funtion| [℄ -> [℄| x::xs -> (i,x)::f (i*i) xs;;type 'a Tree = | Lf| Br of 'a Tree * 'a * 'a Tree;;let re g p = funtion| Lf -> None| Br(_,a,t) when p a -> Some t| Br(t1,a,t2) -> math g p t1 with| None -> g p t2| res -> res;;Please remember that the delaration of 'a option istype 'a option = None | Some of 'a;
1. Give the types of f and g and desribe what eah of these two funtions omputes.Your desription for eah funtion should fous on what it omputes, rather than onindividual omputation steps.
2. The funtion f is not tail reursive.1. Make a tail-reursive variant of f using an aumulating parameter.2. Make a ontinuation-based tail-reursive variant of f.3. Give a brief disussion of whih tail-reursive version of f you prefer?02157 ... Continued on next page



DTU CIVILINGENIØREKSAMEN Deember 18th, 2013 Page 4 of 6 pagesConsider now the F# delarations:let re h f (n,e) = math n with| 0 -> e| _ -> h f (n-1, f n e);;let A = Seq.initInfinite id;;let B = seq { for i in A dofor j in seq {0 .. i} doyield (i,j) };;let C = seq { for i in A dofor j in seq {0 .. i} doyield (i-j,j) };;let X = Seq.toList (Seq.take 4 A);;let Y = Seq.toList (Seq.take 6 B);;let Z = Seq.toList (Seq.take 10 C);;
3. Consider the funtion h in this question:1. What is the value of h ( * ) (4,1)?2. What is the type of h?3. Desribe brie�y what h omputes.
3. Consider the delarations for A, B, C, X, Y and Z:1. Give types for A, B and C.2. Give the values of X, Y and Z?3. Charaterize the values of A, B and C.

02157 ... Continued on next page



DTU CIVILINGENIØREKSAMEN Deember 18th, 2013 Page 5 of 6 pagesProblem 3 (40%)We shall now onsider books that are desribed by a list of hapters. Eah hapter isdesribed by a title and a list of setions. A setion is desribed by a title and a list ofelements, whih an either be paragraphs (haraterized by strings) or sub-setions. Thisis aptured by the following type delarations:type Title = string;;type Setion = Title * Elem listand Elem = Par of string | Sub of Setion;;type Chapter = Title * Setion list;;type Book = Chapter list;;The mutual reursion between setions and elements allows for arbitrary nesting of sub-setions. This is illustrated by the following examples:let se11 = ("Bakground", [Par "bla"; Sub(("Why programming", [Par "Bla."℄))℄);;let se12 = ("An example", [Par "bla"; Sub(("Speial features", [Par "Bla."℄))℄);;let se21 = ("Fundamental onepts",[Par "bla"; Sub(("Mathematial bakground", [Par "Bla."℄))℄);;let se22 = ("Operational semantis",[Sub(("Basis", [Par "Bla."℄)); Sub(("Appliations", [Par "Bla."℄))℄);;let se23 = ("Further reading", [Par "bla"℄);;let se31 = ("Overview", [Par "bla"℄);;let se32 = ("A simple example", [Par "bla"℄);;let se33 = ("An advaned example", [Par "bla"℄);;let se41 = ("Status", [Par "bla"℄);;let se42 = ("What's next?", [Par "bla"℄);;let h1 = ("Introdution", [se11;se12℄);;let h2 = ("Basi Issues", [se21;se22;se23℄);;let h3 = ("Advaned Issues", [se31;se32;se33;se34℄);;let h4 = ("Conlusion", [se41;se42℄);;let book1 = [h1; h2; h3; h4℄;;
1. Delare a funtion maxL to �nd the largest integer ourring in a list with non-negativeintegers. The funtion must satisfy maxL [℄ = 0.
2. Delare a funtion overview to extrat the list of titles of hapters from a book. Forexample, the overview for book1 is:overview book1 =["Introdution"; "Basi Issues"; "Advaned Issues"; "Conlusion"℄
02157 ... Continued on next page



DTU CIVILINGENIØREKSAMEN Deember 18th, 2013 Page 6 of 6 pagesEah hapter ours at depth 1. A top-level setion, i.e. a setion whih is not a sub-setion,ours a depth 2. A sub-setion has a depth whih is one larger than the depth of thesetion of whih it is an immediate part. For example, the depth of the sub-setion withtitle "Appliations" in book1 is 3 and the setion with title "Overview" has depth 2.
3. Delare funtions:depthSetion: Setion -> intdepthElem: Elem -> intdepthChapter: Chapter -> intdepthBook: Book -> intto extrat the maximal depth of setions, elements, hapters and books. For examplethe maximal depth of book1 is 3, as book1 has sub-setions, but no sub-sub-setion.We shall now make a table of ontents (type To below) for a book. In a table of ontentswe use lists to number entries (see the types Entry and Numbering below). A numberingsuh as [i; j; k; l] is the number of the l'th sub-sub-setion, of the k'th sub-setion of the
j'th setion in the i'th hapter. Notie that suh lists have varying lengths. For example,[2℄ is the number of Chapter 2, i.e the hapter with title "Basi Issues" in the previousexample, and [2;2;1℄ is the number of the sub-setion with title "Basis" in Chapter 2.type Numbering = int list;;type Entry = Numbering * Title;;type To = Entry list;;The table of ontents for the previous example is:[([1℄, "Introdution");([1; 1℄, "Bakground");([1; 1; 1℄, "Why programming");([1; 2℄, "An example");([1; 2; 1℄, "Speial features");([2℄, "Basi Issues");([2; 1℄, "Fundamental onepts");([2; 1; 1℄, "Mathematial bakground");([2; 2℄, "Operational semantis");([2; 2; 1℄, "Basis");([2; 2; 2℄, "Appliations");([2; 3℄, "Further reading");([3℄, "Advaned Issues");([3; 1℄, "Overview");([3; 2℄, "A simple example");([3; 3℄, "An advaned example");([3; 4℄, "Summary");([4℄, "Conlusion");([4; 1℄, "Status");([4; 2℄, "What's next?")℄
4. Delare a funtion, toB: Book → To, to ompute the table of ontents for a book.02157


